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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The IT operations and service management software market for enterprise IT remains highly 

competitive. The emergence and speedy adoption of the Cloud phenomenon has only accelerated 

the need for IT service management tools. This becomes especially evident for those companies 

that base their business services on SAP’s software suite.  By their very nature, SAP environments 

are highly integrated and interconnected. This means that even small outages can be quickly 

propagated through the system and can lead to non-availability for many users or even whole 

business processes.  

For the second time after 2013, Research In Action evaluated the nine leading global vendors that 

offer solutions for enterprise IT operations and service management for SAP-centric 

environments. What did we find out? SAP with the Solution Manager suite is catching-up quickly 

and already made it to number two, despite being a recent addition to the market. This report will 

explain in more detail the market positon, trajectory, value proposition and market differentiators 

of SAP’s Solution Manager software suite.   
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MARKET DEFINITION AND INTRODUCTION 

The market for tools that help internal IT departments and external IT service providers manage 

increasingly complex production environments continues to be highly dynamic.  

Market Definition 

Research In Action defines the IT Operations and Service Management (ITOSM) market as all the 

products and product support services that help monitor, detect and identify any abnormal 

behavior in the IT infrastructure and IT services, as well as products aimed at better controlling 

this infrastructure (such as asset management, change management and configuration 

management), the production flow (such as job scheduling and workflow management) and the 

service flow (such as service desk, Service-Level Management (SLM) and Business Service 

Management (BSM)). The IT infrastructure that these management systems control is composed 

of the platforms (clients, servers and operating systems), middleware and applications — all tied 

together through a private, public or hybrid Cloud. 

Managing mission-critical SAP environments to customers’ service expectations is of particular 

importance for many companies. For our evaluation, we decided to use a balanced set of 
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evaluation criteria, reflecting how enterprise IT buyers reach their buying decisions in real life1. 

This diverse set of requirements represents the complex nature of enterprise IT management 

today. It is also important to note that despite the fact that we are dealing with SAP-centric 

environments, the solution needs to include all platforms, namely networks, server, clients, 

databases and applications.  

 

KEY EVALUATION RESULTS – SAP IS BECOMING A STRONG 

MARKET FORCE 

What did we find out? As the new kid on the block, SAP is experiencing stellar growth in this 

market. This year the Solution Manager already made it to the number two spot (See Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Vendor Selection Matrix 

                                                           
1 For additional details see http://www.researchinaction.de/VSM%20ITOSM%20SAP%20MGMT%20en.html. 
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UNDER THE COVERS OF SAP’S SOLUTION MANAGER 

Over the years, SAP entered the ITOSM market in a silent fashion and made it to number two in 

our evaluation this year. The company’s product suite is called SAP Solution Manager2 and the 

current version is 7.1. Originally designed as a tool to accelerate SAP implementations and assist 

SAP’s own customer support, the Solution Manager today, is a fully fledged and credible ITOSM 

tool especially suitable for SAP-centric environments. Since the SAP system landscape may include 

numerous installed SAP and non-SAP systems, SAP Solution Manager decreases and centralizes 

the management of these systems and end-to-end business processes. Proactive system and 

application monitoring as well as change management are the most widespread use cases, but 

customers aggressively step-up and extend the use of Solution Manager to project management, 

test management, incident and problem management. In 2014, the Solution Manager has well 

over 15,000 installations.  

Today, many third-party add-ons enhance the suite’s value. In particular, the SAP IT Infrastructure 

Management solution has moved the SAP Solution Manager beyond the SAP lifecycle tool space. 

 

Figure 2: Expanding The Value Of The SAP Solution Manager 

                                                           
2 SAP Solution Manager is a centralized support and system management suite. The core functionality is free of charge 
for SAP enterprise support customers. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAP_Solution_Manager. 
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SAP IT Infrastructure Management detects and administers all IT components in an infrastructure, 

including PCs, printers, servers, routers, etc., and configures system and network components. SAP 

IT Infrastructure Management gives organizations the ability to monitor and coordinate all aspects 

of their SAP and non-SAP IT infrastructure – from business applications and processes all the way 

down to complex and heterogeneous infrastructure and network environments. 

Figure 2 shows SAP’s thinking and underlying roadmap when it comes to extending Solution 

Manager’s reach beyond the SAP world. The solution is scalable, easy to implement and in 

addition to infrastructure monitoring, provides the CMDB3 for SAP’s ITIL4 needs. 

Today, Solution Manager has a functional richness that allowed SAP to be certified by Pink Verify 

in 2013 in all 15 certifiable ITIL processes as the first worldwide vendor for ITIL V2011. However, 

SAP Solution Manager is still somewhat of a hidden secret, since the basic functionality is free, and 

only add-ons are charged separately. This makes Solution Manger one of the most cost-efficient 

(in terms of RoI5) software products in the market.  

But there is more; SAP-specific monitoring for topics like SAP Process Integration or HANA6 and 

SAP-specific software change management are only available through Solution Manager and their 

urgent need for mission-critical support will only intensify this trend. Figure 3 shows the holistic 

aspects of SAP’s Solution Manager and the strategic thinking behind it. 

Research In Action believes that going forward, more and more enterprises will take advantage of 

Solution Manager’s capabilities. As far as traditional ITOSM tool portfolios from companies like 

BMC, CA, HP and IBM are concerned, we believe that over time, Solution Manager will replace a 

lot of their functionality in large enterprises, but not all. There will be a situation of co-existence 

for many years to come. 

                                                           
3 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Configuration_management_database. 
4 The IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is a set of practices for IT service management that focuses on aligning IT services 
with the needs of business. See http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/IT_Infrastructure_Library. SAP was the first worldwide 
vendor to be certified by Pink Verify in 2013 in all 15 certifiable ITIL processes.  
5 Return on Investment (RoI) is a performance measure used to evaluate the efficiency of an investment. To calculate 
ROI, the benefit (return) of an investment is divided by the cost of the investment; the result is expressed as a 
percentage or a ratio. See http://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/returnoninvestment.asp.  
6 SAP NetWeaver Process Integration (SAP PI) is SAP's enterprise application integration (EAI) software. See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAP_NetWeaver_Process_Integration. SAP HANA, short for "High-Performance Analytic 
Appliance" is an in-memory, column-oriented, relational database management system developed and marketed by 
SAP AG. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAP_HANA. 
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Figure 3: The Solution Manager is more than just IT operations 

Consequently, research In Action believes that Solution Manager’s usage will be spreading even 

faster and the outlook for SAP in the ITOSM space is positive. 

 

KEY MARKET DIFFERENTIATORS AND VALUE PROPOSITION  

SAP’s Solution Manager, is clearly differentiated in the market place by the following four factors: 

1. Superior RoI. There has been a long-running issue with the perceived high cost of IT 

management software. Many clients started to experiment with Open Source tools but 

decided that this was also not a satisfactory solution. Here, Solution Manager is 

providing a great alternative to established ITOSM vendors with a significantly lower 

cost level.  

The Supply Manager of a global technology company: “We are under intense cost 

pressure. Implementing Solution Manager helps us greatly with our goal to cut our IT 

operations expenses in half.” 

2. Complete ITIL service management. ITIL adoption in enterprises remains very high. 

Research In Action estimates that in 2014, roughly 80% of enterprises have adopted 
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ITIL in some way, shape or form. Solution Manager is one of the few software tools that 

can provide end-to-end support for all ITIL processes.  

The CIO of a global manufacturing company: “We are very happy that we can now 

support all ITIL processes with Solution Manager. We will extend the use of Solution 

Manager dramatically over the next few years.” 

3. Full application lifecycle support. With the ever growing footprint of the SAP software 

portfolio in many organizations, IT departments will increasingly appreciate the tightest 

integration of the full SAP application lifecycle offered by Solution Manager. There is 

also extended functionality that is not available elsewhere.  

The IT Manager of a North American packaged goods company:” I had no idea that the 

functionality has grown so much. This is great! Solution Manager will become an 

important building block for my IT lifecycle support teams.”  

4. ERP7 for IT ready. Last but not least, SAP’s Solution Manager is also the only vendor 

ready out of the box for the biggest future growth area, namely ERP for IT and IT 

financial management. Through the CMDB8/SAP Financial integration, clients can 

quickly implement fully fledged IT service costing, a hugely important topic in an era of 

public and hybrid Clouds, flexible sourcing and the need for IT departments to move 

away from  pure cost center focus to an IT service broker paradigm.  

The VP Infrastructure of a European logistics company: “For the first time, we can really 

achieve true cost transparency for all out IT assets and services.”  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
7 Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is the management of all the information and resources involved in a company’s 
operations by means of an integrated computer system. See 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/ERP. 
8 A Configuration Management Database (CMDB) is a repository of information related to all the components of an 
information system. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Configuration_management_database. 
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The Research In Action GmbH Vendor Selection Matrix Methodology: 

The Research In Action Vendor Selection Matrix does not evaluate every single vendor in a given 

market. Rather, the model examines the most important competitors for a given set of challenges. 

We conduct primary research to develop a list of most important vendors in a given market. The 

final list of companies to be evaluated is then created based on market presence and growth, 

proven innovation capabilities, customer mindshare and customer feedback.  

We disregard startups with no or few referenceable customers and vendors that do not fit the 

solution requirements. The set of evaluation criteria are then reviewed and if necessary adjusted.  

The same is done for the weightings. We then score the vendors on a scale from 1 to 5. We finally 

provide future guidance through a positive, neutral or negative overall outlook score. Significant 

emphasis is put on a global telephone survey of 740 IT decision makers in enterprises. 

 

Vendor Selection Matrix Disclaimer:  

Research In Action GmbH does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in our 

research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the 

highest ratings. The information contained in this research has been obtained from both 

enterprise as well as vendor sources believed to be reliable. Research In Action GmbH’s research 

publications consist of the analysts’ opinions and should not be considered as statements of fact. 

The opinions expressed are subject to change without further notice. Research In Action GmbH 

disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any 

warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 
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